
Makeup Meticulou�
Your face just looks a little bit better with a little bit of makeup. This file works to enforce your
makeup habits to ensure that you are applying your makeup in the correct and perfect and
feminine fashion that you have always strived towards in your life.

Become completely comfortable with blushes and shadows and liners and powders as you work
to develop lifelong habits towards becoming the sexy slut of your dreams. Entice those around
you with your makeup prowess and scare away the other girls that have no chance of standing
up to your makeup perfection.

Show the world how much you care about yourself by putting in the effort to make sure that you
are displayed to your true potential. A slut will never look ridiculous when her makeup is
meticulous.

✧ Feeling confident and comfortable whenever I am wearing a full face of makeup.
✧ Using foundations and creams and blushes to cover up any blemishes that I might have

on my face.
✧ Remembering that I always turn into a crying, unconfident mess if I am ever seen in

public without a full face of makeup.
✧ Trying out different eye shadows to find the colors that work the best with my face.
✧ Excited whenever I see a new shade of lipstick to try on my beautiful face.
✧ Aroused whenever I find a new makeup look that I know will make me look erotic and

seductive.
✧ Happy whenever I am wearing makeup as I go about my day.
✧ Remembering that wearing makeup is just a part of who I am and how happy I am every

time that I do it.
✧ Buying myself a vanity mirror so that I can practice applying my makeup perfectly to my

beautiful face.
✧ Remembering that my face is ugly and gross and disgusting without any makeup on it to

make it look beautiful.
✧ Researching new makeup looks online so that I can find a way to present myself for any

occasion.
✧ Feeling a great sense of pride and accomplishment whenever I am complimented on my

beautiful looks.
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✧ Taking pictures of myself from every possible angle so that I can document my beautiful
looks for all of my friends.

✧ Feeling a great sense of pride and accomplishment whenever I complete my makeup
look.

✧ Remembering how ugly I look without a little bit of eyeliner.
✧ Thinking about how much more comfortable I am going about my day whenever I wear

eyeliner that matches the outfits that I am wearing.
✧ Fantasizing about the ideal shade of lipstick that will perfectly compliment my completely

sexy and kissable lips.
✧ Remembering how embarrassed I was the last time I forgot to wear blush on my face.
✧ Imagining how uncomfortable and embarrassed and unhappy I would be if I ever went

out in public without applying a little bit of foundation first.
✧ Making sure that I remove each and every facial hair that I have.
✧ Completely embarrassed and ashamed of the idea of anybody ever seeing my

embarrassing, ugly facial hair.
✧ Using powders and foundations to cover up any embarrassing facial hair that I might

have.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on whenever I am complimented on my beautiful makeup

looks.
✧ Putting pictures of inspirational looks all around my vanity mirror.
✧ Feeling ugly and uncomfortable if I am not wearing mascara.
✧ Remembering that I need to have a full face of makeup in order to be confident in public.
✧ Thinking about watching makeup tutorials whenever I am bored.
✧ Watching my cute girlfriends as they apply their own makeup and making notes on how

to improve my own technique.
✧ Unhappy if I am not wearing makeup on my face.
✧ Idolizing the beautiful women that I see that know how to apply their beautiful makeup

perfectly.
✧ Remembering how beautiful and attractive I look whenever I am wearing a full face of

makeup.
✧ Knowing that I need to practice applying my makeup every day in order to learn how to

apply it perfectly in my ideal future.
✧ Needing others to compliment me on my makeup and my flawless appearance.
✧ Happy and at peace whenever I am applying makeup to my face.
✧ Needing to buy more makeup products so that I can be happy and excited as I apply

them to my face.
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✧ Feeling ugly and uncomfortable if I am not wearing at least a little bit of makeup on my
face.

✧ Happy whenever I am practicing applying makeup to my beautiful face.
✧ Thinking about how much more beautiful and attractive I look whenever I am wearing a

face full of makeup.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am applying makeup to my face.
✧ Practicing my eyeliner each and every day until I can perfect all of the sexiest looks.
✧ Imagining the perfect makeup look for my face.
✧ Happy and excited to play around with different powder looks on my face.
✧ Thinking about how much pleasure and excitement I always receive whenever I am

applying blush to my beautiful face.
✧ Imagining how erotic and fuckable I will look once I have perfected my mascara look.
✧ Uncomfortable and unhappy if I have applied my foundation unevenly.
✧ Checking out my face in the mirror to make sure that my beautiful makeup is still applied

perfectly.
✧ Applying the perfect set of colors to my face to match the beautiful, feminine outfits that I

love to wear.
✧ Fascinated and interested in any makeup tutorials that I can find.
✧ Happy and excited and aroused whenever I am taught how to apply my makeup better

by others.
✧ Unhappy and uncomfortable whenever I do not have at least a little bit of makeup

covering my beautiful face.
✧ Remembering that makeup always makes my beautiful face look even more beautiful.
✧ Thinking about how gross and ugly and disgusting my face looks without makeup.
✧ Stressed and anxious and worried if I am not practicing applying my makeup each and

every day.
✧ Knowing that I am the happiest whenever I am wearing a full face of makeup.
✧ Forgetting ever not completely loving to wear makeup.
✧ Remembering how much I have always loved to wear makeup since I was a little child.
✧ Remembering how happy I used to be whenever I have applied makeup to my own face

in the past.
✧ Taking the advice of others seriously in order to make my personal makeup look even

better.
✧ Knowing that I need to perfect my makeup look in order to be happy in my life.
✧ Feeling worried and uncomfortable and anxious if I have not put on a little bit of makeup

whenever I wake up in the morning.
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